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Abstract. This paper describes a machine learning method, called Regression
by Selecting Best Feature Projections (RSBFP). In the training phase, RSBFP
projects the training data on each feature dimension and aims to find the
predictive power of each feature attribute by constructing simple linear
regression lines, one per each continuous feature and number of categories per
each categorical feature. Because, although the predictive power of a
continuous feature is constant, it varies for each distinct value of categorical
features. Then the simple linear regression lines are sorted according to their
predictive power. In the querying phase of learning, the best linear regression
line and thus the best feature projection are selected to make predictions.
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1 Introduction

Prediction has been one of the most common problems researched in data mining and
machine learning. Predicting the values of categorical features is known as
classification, whereas predicting the values of continuous features is known as
regression. From this point of view, classification can be considered as a subcategory
of regression. In machine learning, much research has been performed for
classification. But, recently the focus of researchers has moved towards regression,
since many of the real-life problems can be modeled as regression problems.

There are two different approaches for regression in machine learning community:
Eager and lazy learning. Eager regression methods construct rigorous models by using
the training data, and the prediction task is based on these models.  The advantage of
eager regression methods is not only the ability to obtain the interpretation of the
underlying data, but also the reduced query time. On the other hand, the main
disadvantage is their long train time requirement. Lazy regression methods, on the
other hand, do not construct models by using the training data. Instead, they delay all
processing to prediction phase. The most important disadvantage of lazy regression
methods is the fact that, they do not provide an interpretable model of the training
data, because the model is usually the training data itself. It is not a compact
description of the training data, when compared to the models constructed by eager
regression methods, such as regression trees and rule based regression.

In the literature, many eager and lazy regression methods exist. Among eager
regression methods, CART [1], RETIS [7], M5 [5], DART [2], and Stacked
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Regressions [9] induce regression trees, FORS [6] uses inductive logic
programming for regression, RULE [3] induces regression rules, and MARS [8]
constructs mathematical models. Among lazy regression methods, kNN [4, 10, 15] is
the most popular nonparametric instance-based approach.

In this paper, we describe an eager learning method, namely Regression by
Selecting Best Feature Projections (RSBFP) [13, 14]. This method makes use of the
linear least squares regression.

A preprocessing phase is required to increase the predictive power of the
method. According to the Chebyshev’s result [12], for any positive number k, at least
(1 – 1/k2) * 100% of the values in any population of numbers are within k standard
deviations of the mean. We find the standard deviation of the target values of the
training data, and discard the training data whose target value is not within k standard
deviations of the mean target. Empiricaly, we reach the best prediction by taking k

as ¥¬
2.

In the first phase, RSBFP constructs projections of the training data on each
feature, and this phase continues by constructing simple linear regression lines, one
per each continuous feature and number of categories per each categorical feature.
Then, these simple linear regression lines are sorted according to their prediction
ability. In the querying phase of learning, the target value of a query instance is
predicted using the simple linear regression line having the minimum relative error,
i.e. having the maximum predictive power. If this linear regression line is not suitable
for our query instance, we keep searching for the best linear regression line among the
ordered list of simple linear regression lines.

In this paper, RSBFP is compared with three eager (RULE, MARS, DART) and
one lazy method (kNN) in terms of predictive power and computational complexity.
RSBFP is better not only in terms of predictive power but also in terms of
computational complexity, when compared to these well-known methods. For most
data mining or knowledge discovery applications, where very large databases are in
concern, this is thought of a solution because of low computational complexity. Again
RSBFP is noted to be powerful in the presence missing feature values, target noise
and irrelevant features.

In Section 2, we review the kNN, RULE, MARS and DART methods for
regression. Section 3 gives a detailed description of the RSBFP. Section 4 is devoted
to the empirical evaluation of RSBFP and its comparison with other methods. Finally,
in Section 5, conclusions are presented.

2 Regression Overview

kNN is the most commonly used lazy method for both classification and regression
problems. The underlying idea behind the kNN method is that the closest instances to
the query point have similar target values to the query. Hence, the kNN method first
finds the closest instances to the query point in the instance space according to a
distance measure. Generally, the Euclidean distance metric is used to measure the
similarity between two points in the instance space. Therefore, by using Euclidean
distance metric as our distance measure, k closest instances to the query point are
found. Then kNN outputs the distance-weighted average of the target values of those
closest instances as the prediction for that query instance.
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In machine learning, inducing rules from a given train data is also popular. Weiss
and Indurkhya adapted the rule-based classification algorithm [11], Swap-1, for
regression.   Swap-1 learns decision rules in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). Since
Swap-1 is designed for the prediction of categorical features, using a preprocessing
procedure, the numeric feature in regression to be predicted is transformed to a
nominal one. For this transformation, the P-class algorithm is used [3]. If we let {y}
be a set of output values, this transformation can be regarded as a one-dimensional
clustering of training instances on response variable y, in order to form classes. The
purpose is to make y values within one class similar, and across classes dissimilar. The
assignment of these values to classes is done in such a way that the distance between
each yi and its class mean must be minimum. After formation of pseudo-classes and
the application of Swap-1, a pruning and optimization procedure can be applied to
construct an optimum set of regression rules.

MARS [8] method partitions the training set into regions by splitting the features
recursively into two regions, by constructing a binary regression tree. MARS is
continuous at the borders of the partitioned regions. It is an eager, partitioning,
interpretable and an adaptive method.

DART, also an eager method, is the latest regression tree induction program
developed by Friedman [2]. It avoids limitations of disjoint partitioning, used for other
tree-based regression methods, by constructing overlapping regions with increased
training cost.

3 Regression by Selecting Best Feature Projections (RSBFP)

RSBFP method tries to determine the feature projection that achieves the highest
prediction accuracy. The next subsection describes the training phase for RSBFP, then
we describe the querying phase.

3.1 Training

Training in RSBFP begins simply by storing the training data set as projections to
each feature separately. A copy of the target values is associated with each projection
and the training data set is sorted for each feature dimension according to their feature
values. If a training instance includes missing values, it is not simply ignored as in
many regression algorithms. Instead, that training instance is stored for the features on
which its value is given. The next step involves constructing the simple linear
regression lines for each feature. This step differs for categorical and continuous
features. In the case of continuous features, exactly one simple linear regression line
per feature is constructed. On the other hand, the number of simple linear regression
lines per each categorical feature is the number of distinct feature values at the feature
of concern. For any categorical feature, the parametric form of any simple regression
line is constant, and it is equal to the average target value of the training instances
whose corresponding feature value is equal to that categorical value. The training
phase continues by sorting these regression lines according to their predictive power.
The training phase can be illustrated through an example.
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Let our example domain consist of four features, f1, f2, f3 and f4, where f1, f2 are
continuous and f3, f4 are categorical. For continuous features, we define minvalue[f]
and maxvalue[f] to denote the minimum and maximum value of feature f, respectively.
For categorical features,  No_categories [f] is defined to give the number of distinct
categories of feature f. In our example domain, let the following values be observed:

minvalue[f1] = 4,  maxvalue[f1] = 10
minvalue[f2] = 2,  maxvalue[f2] = 8

No_categories [f3] = 2  (values: A, B)
No_categories [f4] = 3  (values: X, Y, Z)

For this example domain, 7 simple linear regression lines are constructed: 1 for f1, 1
for f2, 2 for f3, and finally 3 for f4. Let the following be the parametric form of the
simple linear regression lines:

Simple linear regression line for f1: target = 2f1 - 5
Simple linear regression line for f2: target = -4f2 + 7
Simple linear regression line for A category of f3: target = 6
Simple linear regression line for B category of f3: target = -5
Simple linear regression line for X category of f4: target = 10
Simple linear regression line for Y category of f4: target = 1
Simple linear regression line for Z category of f4 : target = 12

The training phase is completed by sorting these simple linear regression lines
according to their predictive accuracy. The relative error (RE) of the regression lines
is used as the indicator of predictive power: the smaller the RE, the stronger the
predictive power. The RE of a simple linear regression line is computed by the
following formula:

RE = 
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where Q is the number of training instances used to construct the simple linear

regression line, t  is the median of the target values of Q training instances, t(qi) is the
actual target value of the ith
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Here, t̂ (qi) denotes the predicted target value of the ith training instance according to
the induced simple linear regression line.

We had 7 simple linear regression lines, and let’s suppose that they are sorted in the
following order, from the best predictive to the worst one:

f3=A  >  f4=X  >  f2  >  f1  >  f4=Y  >  f4=Z  >  f3=B
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This shows that any categorical feature’s predictive power may vary among its
categories. For the above sorting schema, categorical feature f3 ’s predictions are
reliable among its category A, although it is very poor among category B.

3.2 Querying

In order to predict the target value of a query instance ti, the RSBFP method uses
exactly one linear regression line. This line may not always be the best one. The
reason for this situation is explained via an example. Let the feature values of the
query instance ti be as the following:

f1(ti) = 5,    f2(ti) = 10,    f3(ti) = B,     f4(ti) = missing

Although the best  linear regression line is f3=A, this line can not be used for our
ti , since f3(ti)  „ A. The next best linear regression line, which is worse than only
f3=A, is f4=X. This line is also inappropriate for our ti. No prediction can be made for
missing feature values (f4(ti) = missing). Therefore, the search for the best linear
regression line continues. The line constructed by f2 comes next. It is again not
possible to benefit from this simple linear regression line. Because f2(ti) = 10, and it
is not in the range of f2, (2,8). Fortunately, we find an appropriate regression line in
the fourth trial. Our f1(ti), which is 5, is in the range of f1, (4,10). So the prediction
made for target value of ti is (2 * f1(ti) - 5) = (2 * 5 - 5) = 5. Once the appropriate
linear regression line is found, remaining linear regression lines need not be dealed
anymore.

4 Empirical Evaluation

RSBFP method was compared with the other well-known methods mentioned above,
in terms of predictive accuracy and time complexity. We have used a repository
consisting of 26 data files in our experiments. The characteristics of the data files are
summarized in Table1. Most of these data files are used for the experimental analysis
of function approximation techniques and for training and demonstration by machine
learning and statistics community.

10 fold cross-validation technique was employed in the experiments. For lazy
regression method k parameter was taken as 10, where k denotes the number of
nearest neighbors considered around the query instance.

In terms of predictive accuracy, RSBFP performed the best on 9 data files among
the 26, and obtained the lowest mean relative error (Table 2).

In terms of time complexity,  RSBFP performed  the best in the total (training +
querying) execution time, and became the fastest method (Table 3, 4).

In machine learning, it is very important for an algorithm to still perform well when
noise, missing feature value and irrelevant features are added to the system.
Experimental results showed that RSBFP was again the best method whenever we
added 20% target noise, 20% missing feature value and 30 irrelevant features to the
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system, by having the lowest mean relative errors. RSBFP performed the best on 7
data files in the presence of 20% missing  feature value, the best on 21 data files in the
presence of 20% target noise and the best on 10 data files in the presence of 30
irrelevant features (Table 5, 6, 7).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an eager regression method based on selecting best
feature projections. RSBFP is better than other well-known eager and lazy regression
methods in terms of prediction accuracy and computational complexity. It also enables
the interpretation of the training data. That is, the method clearly states the best feature
projections that are powerful enough to determine the value of the target feature.

The robustness of any regression method can be determined by analyzing the
predictive power of that method in the presence of target noise, irrelevant features and
missing feature values. These three factors heavily exist in real life databases, and it is
important for a learning algorithm to give promising results in the presence of those
factors. Empirical results indicate that RSBFP is also a robust method.

Table 1. Characteristics of the data files used in the empirical evaluations, C: Continuous, N:
Nominal
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Table 2. Relative errors (REs) of algorithms. Best REs are shown in bold font

Table 3. Train time of algorithms in milliseconds. Best results are shown in bold font
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Table 4. Query time of algorithms in milliseconds. Best results are shown in bold font

Table 5. REs of algorithms, where 20% missing feature value are added. Best Res are shown
in bold font (* Means result isn’t available due to singular variance/covariance matrix)
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Table 6. REs of algorithms, where 20%  target noise are added. Best REs are shown in bold
font

Table 7. REs of algorithms, where 30 irrelevant features are added. Best Res are shown in bold
font (* Means result isn’t available due to singular variance/covariance matrix)
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